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Andrew Armitage explains how his digital agency enjoys
incredible views while still being well connected

* WORKSPACE
Nestled among the fells of
the Lake District National
Park, we love being able to
take advantage of having an
adventure playground on our
doorstep while working for
clients including James Cropper
plc, the NHS and internationally
recognised attraction
Windermere Lake Cruises.
Our studio on the edge of
Kendal has been home to our
team of six (not forgetting
Jasper, the office dog) for the
last three-and-a-half years.
The open plan space is bright
and light with spectacular views
towards the mountains - at least
when its not raining! On most
days though we’re fortunate to
see incredible light across the
landscape that has served as
inspiration for both poets and
artists for centuries [1].

Being based in a rural area
means that there aren’t many
local meetups, so we’re pretty
active in travelling to places like
Manchester for events, and often
further afield for conferences to
support our teams development
[2]. Despite our countryside
location, we’ve got the West
Coast Mainline only a few miles
away and excellent broadband
connectivity, so working with
clients across the country and
even a handful in Europe and the
US isn’t a problem.
Communication across our
team is vital, but having an
open-plan studio means it
only takes a few voices to raise
the volume, so we added some
acoustic panelling to soften the
noise and separate our main
workspace from our break out/
meeting area [3]. This has

also enabled us to create more
video content and start our own
podcast to capture some of the
valuable conversations we have.
Many of our websites are built
on Craft CMS which has become
a specialty within the agency.
We’ve found it provides an
incredible level of flexibility for
us as developers, and our clients
seem to appreciate how easy
it is to use and customise. Our
project for artisan food producer
Hawkshead Relish was awarded
Best Food and Drink eCommerce
website at this years Northern
eCommerce Awards [4].
We’ve not gone wild covering
the studio walls because we
want to ensure there’s plenty of
space for flip charts and sticky
notes for planning out new
projects. Our three-metre glass
whiteboard is brilliant for this,
but we’ve added a few prints
where we can, with my personal
favourite being the beautiful
letter-press of Brooklyn Bridge
by Cameron Moll [5].
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